
Spring 2027
Introduction:

The past five years, IadEco, LLC has been contacted to collect on the fishery for
Willow Lake located in Freeport,lL. This data collection is u to determine if the
fishery is improving over time. DC Electroshocking was co throughout the
lake on May 8, 2021- during the day. Air temperature was 59o and water
temperature was 63.7"F. Water clarity was 14 inches. Fish lation data was
collected for a total of 50 minutes utilizing DC electrofishing pmenL A total of
559 fish were collected with B species being represented. analysis consisted of
catch per unit effort per species and total catch per unit This provides
information on the fish population density, and potential in the fishery. PSD's
(proportional stock density) were also calculated on im game species to
assist with understanding the size structure within the lake. last metric
analyzed was the relative weight [Wr). This metric provides i
to weight relationships to better understand if your game fish

formation on length
relatively fat, or

relativelythin and potential changes in the predator / prey ps and
available forage. The data was then compared to the previous
and 2019.

year classes, with the exception of the bass in the 8" to 11"
classes were observed and should recruitinto the missing

substantially higher than the recommended goals at .25 fish
the carp, we also collected nuo big buffalo between 34" and

Summary of Fisheries Data:
A total of 559 fish were collected during the 202L survey. Th were 8 different
species represented with only 3 of them representing und species (carp,
buffalo, and green sunfish). Game fish present consisted of bass,
bluegill, black crappig channel catfish, and even one white Common carp were
well represented in the surveywith 55 fish collected. The bass
population continues to do well since the 2016 survey with distribution among

Youngeryear
class in the next 2

years. Bluegill continue to be represented by a smaller,
population.

stunted,

Black crappie were collected again in?0?L,with a broader of sizes ranging
since 2019.from?.4" to 11.1" in length. Their relativeweights also im

The collection of carp was lower in202l than 2019 with carp 9.Bo/o of
the total collection at a rate of 1.1 fish per minute. Carp ls occurnng
with one carp being recorded at4.6" in length. The range for was 4.6" to22.6"
with an average size of 19". Even though the CPUE was lower this catch rate is

in 2016

minute. Alongwith
in length.
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The 202L survey provided the highest CPUE for largemouth bass of the past three
surveys at 1.3 fish per minute. This was the first time since 2006 that bass were
within our objective goal range af L-2.5 fish per minute. This indicates the bass
fishery is improving which will also benefit the rest of the fishery.

When comparing the condition of the bass, they were consistent with average
relative weights at 100 in 2016 and 102 in 2006 and dropped to 95 in?0l9,but it
has increased to 98in202L.

Larsemouth Bass:
tVhen evaluating the fish population, we utilize a metric known as proportional
stock density or "PSD". This metric analyzes the size structure within the
population. The proportion of fish greater than quality size (12") divided by the
number of fish greaterthan stock size [8") provides the PSD value. A desired PSD

range for Largemouth bass is a value from 40 to 70. The PSD for largemouth bass
collected at Willow Lake is above our objective at 80. Along with ttris, the RSD14
value (the proportion of fish greater than 14 inches divided by the number of fish
greater than I inches) was at 48. A desired RSD14 range for Largemouth bass is 10
to 20. The larger bass are well represented in the survey, and we're missing the
bass between B" and L2", causing the higher PSD / RSD values.

We collected largemouth bass from?.4" to L9.9" during the survey, with an average
size of L2". The average relative weights [Wr) for largemouth bass fell within the
objective range at 98 (Range 90-110).

The CPUE is within our objective range for the first time since 2006, relative weights
are good, and the population distribution is good, with the exception of the missing
8" ta 12" fish. These all indicate the bass fishery is improving.

BIuegill:
The CPUE for bluegill was at7.56 fish per minute fup from 4.47 fish per minute in
20L9). This falls well above our objective range of 2 to 4.5 fish per minute. Bluegills
ranging from 1.8" to 6.3" were collected with the average size at 4". Less than 10lo of
the bluegill collected vr/ere over 6" and there were no bluegill collected over 7" in
length.

The PSD for bluegill at Willow Lake was at 1, which is lower than the objective
between 20 and 60. The RSDT value for bluegill fthe number of fish larger than 7"
divided by the number of fish 3" and larger) is at 0, since no bluegill over 7" were
collected. The desirable range for RSDT would be between 5 to 20. The majority of
bluegill collected were in the 4.1"-4.9" range (43o/o). The average relative weight
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at Willow
rvoirs and ponds.

Close monitoring of the crappie fishery should continue. catch per unit effort
for crappie was at 0.26 fish per minute and was within our o range.

The crappie collected inZOZL had much better relative and were within
our objective range at92. The crappie collected in 2019 had
averaging at 80 and under our objective.

ve weights

The size breakdown of the crappie collected indicated several classes of
successful spawn and recruitmenL While the upcoming crap e fishing at Willow
Lake should be very good, it is important to conrol the fishery through
harvest. The harvesting of crappie should continue to be

Other Snecies:
Other species collected were channel catfish [11), green (34J, buffalo (2),
common carp (55), and White bass (1). The common carp co prise nearly 9.8o/o of
the total collection at Willow Lake with a catch per unit effort f t.LL fish per

n 0.25 fish perminute. This is much higher than the obiective goals of less
minute. Carp are a non-native invasive species forWillow and by all
indications, have been an issue for quite some time ( rates for 2006 and
20L6 remained consistent butwere much higher in 2019). concern for carp
and your fishery is that they root up native vegetation, create with
suspended solids in the water due to the bottom feeding r of the species,
they predate on game fish nests, and can limit reproduction important game
species, and they compete for food and space with preferred
issues, alongwith the catch rate observed, indicate the need

species. These

perform carp removal effors. This high carp density maybe i
Willow Lake to
pacting largemouth

spawning. Carp collected werebetween 4.6" and 22.6" with average size at
with an average

a concern that the

for bluegill was at 93 (down from 102 in zALr. The Wr at 93
range, but on the lower end of the specffum.

Black Crannie:

-

We collected 13 black crappie in202t, and the numbers see
now, compared to the very high collection of 112 crappie in 2
in202L ranged ftomZ.4" to over 11" with an average at4.9".
collected in202L indicate that another successful spawn has
Lake. Crappie are known to over populate and stunt in small

L8.6". The three buffalo captured were between 28.L" and 31
length of 19". The small fish collected, and lower average size
carp fishery is going to increase.

species has been observed in any repofts since 2006. At this
they pose a threat to the fishery.

jadEco, LLC
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to be more consistent
16. Crappie collected

e small size

An unexpected catch of one 11,1" white bass was observed. is the first time this
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Recommendations:
The following is a list of recommendations on how to improve the fishery at Willow
Lake. The recommendations are in a priority order.

Creel Limits
- Continue to maintain creel limits to allow unlimited harvest of crappie at any size
_. euld nct bc eateh -a r- I
- Allow bluegill harvest at 15 per day with only 5 of them over 8" allowed.
- Largemouth bass should be catch and release only until the population indicates an
increase in size.
- Carp should be catch and remove, never release.

Carn Removal
Carp removal fand other rough fish like buffalo) should be a big effort by the
community annually; either through angling, bowfishin& tournaments, etc, or
removal by electrofishing or commercial netting. Willow Lake has a limited biomass
of fish it can carry. This is called 'carrying capacity' and currently a large portion of
the biomass is in common carp. By removing the carp, you improve spawning and
recruitment success of your game fish, improve water clarity, and improve fish
habitat. This should be a priority for Willow Lake until electrofishing surveys
indicate a catch rate closer to 0.25 fish per minute. The 202t survey was over 4
times above this objective. And recruitment has been observed.

Black Crannie
As previously said in 2019, even with the lower collection of crappie, I feel the black
crappie fishery needs to be controlled through angling pressure. Due to the low
relative weight of the fish collected,l anticipate biomass and competition to be high.
The high biomass of crappie create competition forlimited food and space by other
desired game species as well. By removing the crappig you will observe larger
crappie being caught while fishing as well as improvements in recruitrnent and
growth by other important game species like bass and bluegill. If angling pressure
isn't enough to reduce the population, commercial netting may provide the needed
results.

Habitat Enhancement:
The number one fting that can improve the bass fishery is improving habitat for
young of the year survival and ambush for Iarger bass hunting grounds. The less
energy a largemouth bass has to use to catch forage, and the bigger t}te forage base
(or'food packet") the more the bass can put into growtlt and less enere5r into
hunting. On the same lines, young fish need to have a place they can evade
predation and feed and grow as well. Strategic placement of quality structure

JadEco, LLC
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throughout the lake will improve the fishery. Care should be
structures placed are placed safely for any other uses such as

to ensure any
mming.

Many fishing clubs do collections for Christmas trees in the r to be placed with
concrete blocks. While these are a good effort, small s like this are not
going to greatly impact the fishery as a whole. Placement of cribs, and brush
are the best option. Other artificial materials can also be to build fish
structures for both shallow and deep water. I can assistyou th this design and
placement if needed. With plans in place to work on
structure placement should be documented.

Willow Lake,

Along with structure, native aquatic plants greatly benefit
fishery through cover and foraging but also water quality.

lake. Not only the
plants utilize

nutrients, stabilize soils, and provide o)rygen needed by living By
reducing the carp population, native plants have a better op nity to establish.
If they don't establish on their own, selective plantings would
when plants begin to establish, be prepared to develop a plan

important. If or
management plan as

you may begin receiving complaints by the membership. Ed onal efforts will be
needed to inform your members of the many benefits of aqua
coexist with them.

plants, and how to

Stockinp:

grow quickly, and they are relatively inexpensive to stock and ld be stocked at a

Largemouth bass stocking can be temporarily suspended unti| the next survey.

Bluegill need to be stocked, and I would recommend stocking t" *7" bluegill at.zo /
acre as your budget allows. That size bluegill can be found at Foth Gollon's in
Dodgeville, WI and Keystone Hatchery Richmond,lL.

Consistent with the 2[l6repoft, if catfish have not U"", ,ro.tt"d in the past couple
of years, you may be getting natural recruitrnent from catfish $pawning. With the
low density of bass, this may be happening. However, if you afe stocking, you will
need to continue periodic stocking to ensure no gaps in age cl4ss. Channel catfish

every two years) should provide angling opportunities.
purchased for about.90 cents per fish.

y, catfish can be

Stocking is always subjective to budgetary constraints, and all mmendations
may not be able to be met Stocking recommendations s always be re-
evaluated based on subsequent fish population sampling. If constraints
are a problem, stocking every otheryear may be an option, ing in mind limited
year-class strength and size gaps in the fish that anglers are ng.

minimum size of 8"-10". This size range has better survival
not be foraging on them. A density of about 10 fish per acre

fadEco, LLC
N BOX 445 Shannon, IL 61078

the bass will
annually (or
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For stocking assistance, you can contact the following hatcheries for pricing and
availability:

And4y's Fish Farm at 812-389-2448 or 812-630-5536 (cell).
Keystone Hatcheries at 815-678 -2537
Gollon's Bait and Fish Farm at 608-935-2098

ladEco,LLC
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Table 1: Catch Per Unit Effort (CPUE) by species ---.
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Largemouth Bass Relative Weights
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